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What if the smartest people in the world understand something that the rest of us don't? (They do.)

What if they know that in order to achieve success, they will sometimes have to do things that

others may initially perceive as stupid? The fact of the matter is that the smartest people in the world

don't run from stupid, they lean into it (in a smart way). In The Power of Starting Something Stupid,

Richie Norton redefines stupid as we know it, demonstrating that life-changing ideas are often

tragically mislabeled stupid. What if the key to success, creativity, and fulfillment in your life lies in

the potential of those stupid ideas? This deeply inspiring book will teach you: How to crush fear,

make dreams happen, and live without regret. How to overcome obstacles such as lack of time, lack

of education, or lack of money. The 5 actions of the New Smart to achieve authentic success. No

more excuses. Learn how to start something stupid - the smartest thing you can do. Drawing on

years of research, including hundreds of face-to-face interviews and some of the world's greatest

success stories past and present, Richie shows you how stupid is the New Smart - the common

denominator for success, creativity, and innovation in business and life.
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This book has a great concept and is very inspiring. Well written and worth reading if you are feeling

a little stuck in your normal routine.

A book based on the simple concept of why not you? Why not today? Most of us get caught in the



rat race of life and forget to get creative and take risks. This book is a great reminder to give time to

those activities. To dictate what your future will be instead of living a life you don't enjoy, but is

perceived as "safe." Excited to get out there and start something stupid.

I really enjoyed the challenge set forth in this book. It addresses many of the reasons why people

get stuck and fail to live to their potential. The philosophy isn't perfect, but it's close enough to get

the point across. If you need to find your purpose, this will help.I am going to add this to my

recommended reading list on my web site.Now get going!

Richie correctly identifies the barriers to successful living and gives practical advice on how to get

started on your stupid idea. This book is required reading for all entrepreneurs.

The authors of this book dig deep into human nature while keeping things entertaining and relevant.

I tend not to like non-fiction, but I am very pleased with the quality of their writing and value of the

content. I'm not done with the book yet, but am already understanding how the business I have

been dreaming about will be a reality soon. I'm going to start something stupid!

Great Book!

This book is top notch! I have read many of these books and this is the only one that has motivated

me to actually reach for and make a plan to achieve my goals. I am still working my plan and

gaining more success all the time. Thanks Richie, for encouraging me to do something stupid!

So many people these days are trapped in a consumer way of life. As if everything is

preprogrammed. You are born, go to school, college, get married, and die all the wile working a job

to put food on your table and hope you don't get fired. This book plants a seed of dreams... dreams

that you had when you were young and planned on owning something or starting something

amazing. I think one of the quotes in this book that I found so memorable in this book was that you

only have 2 things that you can add to your person or to increase yourself. The books you read and

the people you know. All the rest is glitter and fake charm like cars and toys.
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